High-quality EPDM infill granules for artificial turf applications.
GEZOFILL EPDM infill granules –
A league of its own!

GEZOFILL was especially developed to be used as infill granules in modern artificial turf systems for sports and leisure applications.

Due to the special production technology behind GEZOFILL, the infill granules receive a unique open-pored, foamed structure. Thanks to this innovative rubber technology, GEZOFILL is characterized by its lower consumption and, at the same time, it achieves an exceptionally high elasticity. Thus, best sport-functional properties are guaranteed with less material consumption.

Athletes all over the world benefit from these outstanding product properties and are convinced of the health-friendly rubber formulation of GEZOFILL.

GEZOFILL in a nutshell
- Less material required per sqm due to optimized bulk density
- 100% virgin EPDM
- Harmless to health and the environment
- Long-term tested and certified
Perfect for every artificial turf system

High-quality infill granules made of EPDM are the most important factor for the performance of a modern artificial turf pitch and guarantee the optimal sport-functional properties. Decisive characteristics, such as ball-roll and ball-jumping behavior, optimal damping properties and traction, or protection against injuries are largely determined by the quality and type of artificial turf infill.

GEZOFILL was especially developed as infill for artificial turf pitches. The GEZOFILL infill granules are mainly used in artificial turf pitches for Soccer, American football, Rugby and Baseball.

Construction of a modern artificial turf system (3rd generation):

1. Artificial turf carpet
2. GEZOFILL EPDM infill granules
3. Silica sand
4. Elastic base layer

GEZOFILL product overview

- 167.0525 LD
  - Green
  - RAL 6021
- 646.0525 LD
  - Brown
  - RAL 8025
- 167/646 MIX
  - Green/Brown
  - RAL 6021/8025

- Grain size: 0.5 - 2.5 mm
- Foamed structure
- Bulk density: approx. 480 g / l

The RAL color numbers refer to the loose granules and are only indicative and approximate. The original colors may vary slightly from the above print. Please ask your sales representative for physical samples.
Less is more – less material, same volume

The GEZOFILL volume advantage

- The unique structure of GEZOFILL granules ensures an outstanding bulk density and therefore lower material requirements per sqm.
- With the same weight, GEZOFILL achieves an up to 50% higher filling level¹ than comparable unfoamed infill granules.
- Up to 50% less infill granules for the same filling level¹.

Exemplary range comparison

Exemplary costs for material and transport

¹ depending on the system type.

SCP stands for «Swiss Cheese Principle»: similar to Swiss cheese, every single granule has tiny air holes/vents.

This unique foam structure gives GEZOFILL outstanding sport-functional damping properties while reducing material requirements.
Best quality for long-term performance

High quality raw materials and material basis
- 100% virgin EPDM infill
- Made from first-class raw materials and natural fillers
- Especially developed and manufactured for the requirements of an artificial turf pitch

Product advantages for highest system properties and optimal processing
- Weather-resistant
- Dust-free
- UV-stable
- Long-term tested

Tested and certified
- PAH free and 100% REACH compliant
- Ötis directive – Requirements for synthetic turf flooring
- DIN 18035-7
- EN 71-3 – Safety of toys
- World Rugby Regulation 22¹
- FIFA Quality Programme¹
- NFP 90-112

¹ as a part of the certified system
GEZOLAN - the Swiss specialist for high-quality rubber granules

Years of experience
For more than 50 years GEZOLAN has been the world’s leading specialist for high-quality innovative and environmentally compatible granule solutions for sports and leisure applications.
As a member of the international acting KRAIBURG Group, GEZOLAN earned a worldwide reputation as a pioneer in the manufacture of EPDM granules by using specially in-house developed manufacturing processes for products meeting the highest mechanical and environmental requirements.

Continuous innovation
Constant striving to become better is one of the secrets of GEZOLAN’s success. The company constantly improves its products and services in order to offer customers the best possible solution. As an experienced developer and manufacturer of highest quality rubber granules for synthetic flooring, GEZFILL infill granules for artificial turf applications ideally complement our portfolio and demonstrate the innovative potential of our company by their unique production process.

Reliable partner
GEZOLAN is a reliable partner and supplier to companies specializing in the installation of sports and leisure surfacing projects as well as playgrounds. Partners and customers benefit from the highest quality and an optimal service.

What makes GEZOLAN special?
» The especially developed and unique manufacturing process makes GEZOLAN the leading manufacturer of high-quality EPDM granules.
» Solution-oriented, efficient and reliable processes, combined with personal service boost the success of our customers.
» Extensive experience and knowledge of the market ensure the market-oriented development of GEZOLAN products. This ensures that customers always benefit from the latest solutions in the market.
» Short response times and fast delivery availability ensure a flexible and reliable customer support.